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Thank you for choosing one of our systems and welcome to the ever more crowded club of Milestone 
laboratory instrumentation users. 
We feel confident that you will be fully satisfied with the addition of this new instrument to your laboratory. 
We recommend carefully reading this operator manual and to always keep it within reach for convenient and 
quick referencing. 
For any clarification or request for assistance, please contact our representative in your country: 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Or contact: 
 
Milestone s.r.l. 
Via Fatebenefratelli, 1/5 
24010 Sorisole (BG) Italy 
Tel. +39.035.412 8264 
Fax +39.035.575498 
web site www.milestonemedsrl.com  
e-mail medical@milestonesrl.com  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Carefully read this manual before using the instrum ent. 

 
MM115-002 – PRESTO – Operator Manual 
2016-01 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Symbols used 
 

 
The instructions marked by this symbol are importan t and require to be read carefully. 

 

Instructions marked by this ATTENTION symbol indica te one should proceed with 
caution. Failure to comply with the instructions mi ght cause damage to the user or the 
instrument. 

 

Instructions marked by this symbol indicate one sho uld proceed with caution due to 
the electrocution hazard. Ensure the instructions a re followed carefully in order to 
avoid this type of incident. 

 

Biological hazard: pay attention when performing a procedure marked with this 
symbol: biological contamination hazard. 

 

Pay attention: parts identified with this symbol ar e areas at risk of crushing hand and 
or fingers.  

 
Surfaces identified by this symbol feature a high t emperature hazard. 

 
CE Logo: this instrument complies with European Com munity directives. 

 IVD medical device according to directive 98/79/EC.  

 

Symbol of the European WEEE directive (2002/96/EC):  
electric/electronic material, do not disperse to th e environment. 

 
Manufacturer. 
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1.2. Intended uses 
 
Milestone PRESTO and its accessories have been designed for laboratory use and are therefore able to 
withstand the harshest lab conditions. They have been developed for continuous use in procedures for 
fixation, processing and staining of samples for extemporaneous diagnoses in a quick, reliable and 
standardised manner. 
 
The instrument has been conceived only  for laboratory  use (indoor use only). 
Milestone PRESTO must exclusively be used with the reagents listed in the chapter 1.7, “Compatible 
reagents”. 
 

 

Any other use of the instrument should be deemed as  misuse and forfeits the 
manufacturer's warranty. 

 
 

1.3. Technical specifications 
 
Power supply: 
 
PRESTO   Code 100000  230V~ 50/60Hz 500W 
PRESTO   Code 100001  115V~ 60Hz 500W 
 
Productivity:     90 slides per hour 
Rack capacity:     6 slides 
Number of stations:    10 
Reagent vessel volume:   200ml 
Operating Temperature:   18°C – 30°C (64.4°F – 86°F) 
Humidity (relative):    up to 80%, non condensing 
Maximum altitude:     2000m 
Airflow interval:     35-45m3/h (cubic metres per hour), 20.6-26.5cfm  
Weight:      60Kg (132lbs) 
 
Indoor use only. 
 

1.3.1. Touch control terminal 
 
The following picture shows the Touch Control TERMINAL of the PRESTO unit. It is possible to operate the 
unit simply by touching the icons on the screen. 
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Two USB ports are fitted at the sides of the Touch Terminal. 
 

 
 

 
When the USB ports are not used, it is required to leave the port protection on, as shown 
in the picture above. 

 
 
Features:   Colour Display TFT-LCD 7” 
   Resolution 800X480, 
   Resistive Touch screen 
   Mass storage 4Gb 
   CPU 1GHz 
   Windows™ Embedded Compact 7 
Programs:  Pre-set program, with user customisable programs. 
I/O-Interface  2 USB ports 2.0, 1 LAN Ethernet 10/100 Mbps RJ-45. 
 

 
The manufacturer reserves the right to change and/o r improve the specifications with no 
prior notice and without incurring any obligation. 

 
 

1.4. Transport and storage conditions 
 
Temperature: –20°C up to +60°C (-4°F up to 140°F). 
Humidity: up to 80% (up to 50% at 40°C-104°F) non condensing. 
 

 

Before switching on PRESTO (when coming from a stor age chamber), allow the 
instrument to reach operating environment condition s (at least half an hour). 
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1.5. Warnings 
 
Any use of the instrument other than specified forfeits the warranty provided by the manufacturer. 
 
The main power supply plug is to be considered as disconnect device. Disconnect all plugs from the power 
outlet before assembling the system, before connecting accessories (if any) and before cleaning it. 
 
The equipment must be connected to well visible sockets and accessible by the operator. 
 
The instrument is supplied with replaceable fuses, but their replacement must be effected by trained and 
authorised SERVICE personnel. If the system is not working correctly yet, you are kindly requested to 
contact the local authorised and qualified SERVICE representative or the manufacturer. 
 
All parts of the instrument and its accessories must be exclusively be supplied by the manufacturer. 
 

 

DO NOT OPEN THE UNIT'S CHASSIS. Failure to comply w ith the instructions in the 
documentation might lead to a reduction in the devi ce's safety. Should the 
equipment not work correctly you are kindly request ed to contact the supplier or 
manufacturer. 

 
Do not remove the instrument, accessories, panels o r cover. Only authorised and 
qualified personnel may repair and access the instr ument's internal components. 

 

It is essential to always follow the normal laboratory  safety standards and good 
practices. In using the instrument it is required t o always follow the rules of 
common sense and best and most widespread laborator y practices. 
 
The Competent Authority who owns the instrument has  the primary responsibility 
for incidents due to operations on the instrument w ithout attending personnel in 
charge of use or repairs. 

 

Only use the reagents listed in chapter 1.7 “Compat ible reagents”, to avoid damage 
to the instrument. Failure to comply with the instr uctions might lead to a decrease 
in the instrument's safety. 
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1.6. Label 
 

 
 
For an explanation of symbols see chapter 1.1. 
 
 

1.7. Compatible reagents 
 

Fixative 
reagents Staining reagents Cleaning 

reagents 
Milestone 
FineFIX 

Hematoxylin Ethanol 

 Eosin Acetic Acid 2% 

  Xylene 

  
Isoparaffin 

(MileGREEN) 
  Isopropanol 

 
  

 
 

 

DO NOT USE REAGENTS OTHER THAN THOSE LISTED ABOVE. 
In case of doubts contact: application@milestonemedsrl.com . 

 

DO NOT USE HYDROCHLORIC ACID at any concentration. 
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1.8. Disposal 
 
This instrument is a medical in-vitro device and is usually installed in a laboratory where there are specimens 
and other biological tissue. For your safety, it is therefore required to clean and disinfect the instrument prior 
to coming into contact with it. It is also required to wear gloves when operating the system. 
In the event this instrument should be returned to Milestone s.r.l., it is required to clean and disinfect the unit 
before shipping it. Non disinfected devices will no longer be accepted and you will be contacted to incur the 
relevant disinfection costs. 
International health standards require shipments of biological hazard material to be effected in standard 
containers (risk of sanctions). 
 

 
Do not remove the instrument's structure panels dur ing cleaning operations. 

  

 

Disconnect the power supply before any operation. 
Do not use water directly on the instrument or at h igh pressure to clean the unit. 

  

 

For reasons of safety any operation without persona l protection equipment is to be 
avoided. 

 
It is recommended to use enzymatic cleaners and polyphenolic disinfectants to clean and disinfect the 
instrument.  
For further information please contact the manufacturer: application@milestonemedsrl.com . 
 
In compliance with directive 2002/96/EC and with the directive issued by the European Council on 27 
January 2003 on electric and electronic material disposal (WEEE), it is strictly compulsory to collect these 
materials/components separately for the purposes of environmental protection. 
It is necessary to request the distributor/supplier to withdraw the instrument or request collection by the local 
authority responsible for collection and disposal of said WEEE material. 
Failure to comply with directive 2002/96/EC, or the local regulations implementing it may have an impact on 
the environment and on people's health. 

 
 

This symbol indicates separate collection 
for electrical and electronic materials 

 
If additional accident prevention and environmental protection requirements are in force in the country where 
the instrument is installed, this instruction manual must be supplemented with appropriate instructions to 
assure conformity with said requirements. 
 
Disposal of reagents 
 

 

Handle with the utmost care and store in a cool and  dry area using a hermetic container.  
Vapours might collect in empty containers, hence it  is recommended to treat empty 
containers as hazardous waste. 
Waste materials must be disposed of in a certified incinerator or designated landfill, in 
compliance with provincial and local government law s. 
Certain reagents may have effects on health and cau se environmental pollution. 

 
For further information refer to the safety data sheets (MSDS) provided by the producer. 
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2. INSTALLATION 
 
Milestone PRESTO is an instrument that requires the utmost attention when unpacked and installed. 
 
Arrange a bench at least 80cm (31.52in) wide and 100cm (39.4in) deep able to withstand the weight of 
PRESTO which is 60Kg (132.28lb). 
Then place PRESTO on the bench, ensuring the unit is level and the table is not flammable and vibration 
proof. Ensure the instrument is positioned away from heat sources or directly under sunlight. Finally, ensure 
the tray collecting excess reagents is in the proper position. 
 

 
Ensure the unit is not placed against any side surf ace thus restricting intake/outlet 
cooling air: leave at least a 20cm (7.88in) distanc e on each side. 

 

 

2.1. Space requirements 
 
PRESTO is shipped in a wood box with the following dimensions : 
 

Width: 500mm (19.7”) Height: 950mm (37.43”) Depth: 1000mm (39.5”) 
 
Unit dimensions : 
 

Width: 400mm (15.76”) Height: 800mm (31.52”) Depth 920mm (36.25”) 
 
Space dimensions required to place the unit: 
 

Width: 800mm (31.52”) Height: 900mm (35.46”) Depth 1100mm (43.34”) 
 

 
PRESTO is a heavy instrument. Check the bench for the maximum load. 

 

The MINUMUM bench depth required is 710mm (28in) BU T the unit will extend beyond the 
front of the bench. 
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2.2. Unpacking and checking components 
 
On opening the package ensure all parts are present by checking the list attached with the shipment. 
Attention must be paid during PRESTO unpacking to avoid scratches or damage to the chassis. 
 
The PRESTO system (230V version, Code 100000 and 115V version, Code 100001 ) includes the following 
components: 
 
• Qty.1 Main power supply cable (Code 50036  for version 230V and Code 50391  for version 115V) 
 
• Qty.1 Fume extraction pipe (Code 61377 ) and Qty.2 Metal straps (Code 50051 ) 
 

 
 
• Qty. 2 Electropolished steel racks for 6 slides (Code 100059 ) 

 

 
 

• Qty. 10 Steel vessels for reagent (Code 100197)  
 

  
 
• Qty. 1 Disc covering reagent vessels (Code 100068 )  
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• Qty. 2 2L Complete tanks (Code 65590 ) 
 

 
 

• Qty. 1 2L Tank (Code 65798 ) 
 

 
 
• Qty. 1 Kit Tank labels (Code 100016 ) 

 

  
 

• Qty. 1 Kit Reagents labels (Code 100157 ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

White labels for  
reagents customization 

 
• Qty.1 Magnetic pen to work with the touch screen terminal (Code 50597/M ) 
 
• Qty.1 CD with Operator Manual 
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• Qty.1 5L FineFIX tank (Code 70148 ) 
 

 
 
• Qty.1 USB key (Code 62160 ) 
 
• Qty.1 Bar code reader (Code 370059 ) 
 

 
 
• 1 Polypropylene funnel for reagents filling (Code 65628 ) 
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2.3. Fume extraction system 
 
PRESTO is ventilated through the external exhaust outlet located at the rear of the instrument, with a pipe 
connected to the fume extraction system (if any). 

 

 
The external fume extraction system must be install ed properly, according to the local 
regulations in force on laboratory safety. 

 
The customer is required to adapt the pipe connector. The plastic pipe supplied has the following features: 

• Length: 3m  
• Outer diameter: 69mm 
• Inner diameter: 60mm 

 

 
Insert the extraction pipe (Code 61377 ) in the suitable outlet (rear panel). 
 

 
 
Use the metal strap to fasten the pipe to the fume exhaust duct. (Code 50051 ). 
 

 
 
Now connect the other end of the pipe to the laboratory's fume extractor. 
 
 

2.4. Water fitting 
 
PRESTO unit, in order to work correctly, needs to be connected at the hydraulic system. The connections for 
the water loading (joint left IN) and unloading (joint right OUT), are present on the back side of the unit, they 
are showed in the following picture. 
 

 

The external fume extraction system must allow an a ir flow of 40m 3/h  
(cubic metres per hour, 23.5cfm). 

  

 
There is no air filter on the unit exhaust system. 

  

 

It is possible to connect an external exhaust fumes  filter kit (Code 61550/F), refer to 
paragraph 9.1. 
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Connect the water pipe to the cold (max temperature = 35°C) water inlet (IN) located at the rear of the unit 
(minimum water pressure 2bar). Gradually open water "supply". Connect the drain pipe to the water outlet at 
the rear of the unit. 
 
Hydraulics Connection: 
Input Water: tube connection 17mm (with connector G 1/2’’) 
Output Water: tube connection 17mm (with connector G 1/2’’)  
 

 

The loading and unloading water pipes and other con nectors are not provided with the 
unit. 

The minimum difference height outlet permitted betw een the unloading of the unit and 
your hydraulic system is up to 50cm (19.7in), other wise the system cannot download the 
water correctly. 

  

 

Make sure that the output hose slope is about 10cm for every meter. 
Minimum input pressure 2bar. 
Milestone suggests to use a water softener. 

 
 

 

2.4.1. Water drain 
 
The drain water is polluted with the reagents in which the rack is dipped before rinsing.  
The amount of reagent that a fully loaded rack (6 slides) takes in is about 1 – 1.5ml. Therefore the drain 
water of a standard process, with water flow duration 30 seconds, contains about 1.5ml FineFIX, 
haematoxylin and 2% acetic acid. The concentration of these substances in the drain water is about 0.075% 
of FineFIX and Hematoxylin and 0.0015% of acetic acid. 
 

 

With regards to the biological hazard, in view of t he use of fresh specimens, the presence 
of 70% ethanol in FineFIX assures tissue fixation h ence eliminating any pathogens 
present. 

  

 

The drain water must be considered free of biologic al hazard only if the rinsed specimen 
has been treated for 1 minute in FineFIX at a tempe rature of at least 35°C. 
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2.5. Final placement 
 
The PRESTO unit may now be placed in its final use position. Ensure the unit is level. 
 
Then connect: 
The main power supply cable to the power plug located at the rear of the unit then the power supply cable 
plug in the socket.  
 

   
 
Now it is possible to switch PRESTO on. 

 

 
 

2.6. General description 
 
 

1. Work area cover  
2. Aspiration 
3. Fresh FineFIX tank 
4. Exhausted FineFIX tank 
5. Reagent vessels 
6. Touch control terminal  
7. USB ports 
8. Main switch 
9. Tray for collecting excess reagents 
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1. Vessels cover disc 
2. Reagent vessels 
3. Water vessel 
4. Arm with rack support 
5. Slide rack 
6. FineFIX vessel 

 
 
 

2.6.1. Connect the Bar code reader 
 
Connect the USB of Barcode Reader to one of the USB ports on the PRESTO right side. 
 

  
 

2.6.2. Remove or put the vessel support tray 
 
The vessel support tray is needed for the correct positioning of the vessels. 
To put or remove the support tray (e.g. in case of cleaning) it is required to move the PRESTO arm in the 
high position, preferably in position 10UP in front of the operator (see section 2.6.5). Press the vessel 
reagent icon to automatically move the arm to the 10UP position (see chapter 2.14). 
Lift the tray and extract it from the arm. 
 

 
Take out the support tray without the vessels on it . 

 

 
 
To reposition the vessel support tray, insert the central hole in the arm, adjust the support so that the number 
10 on the label is in front of you and the lateral holes fit with the metallic fixed vessels (FineFIX and water 
vessels). 
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2.6.3. Remove or put the reagent cover disc 
 
Removal of the reagent cover disc is required for change of reagents operation and PRESTO cleaning and 
maintenance. 
 
To remove the disc it is required to move the PRESTO arm in the high position, preferably in position 10UP 
in front of the operator (see section 2.6.5).  
For filling or changing the reagents or for PRESTO cleaning press the icon of the reagent management 
page: the software automatically moves the arm in the desired position (10UP, see chapter 2.14).  
 

 
 
Before removing the reagents cover disc, unscrew the knob positioned behind the rack support and then lift 
the covering disc paying attention not to touch the reagent vessels and extract it from the arm.  
 

 
 

   
 
Upon completing the operations that require disc removal, always reposition it.  
 

 

Always replace the disc in position to avoid excess ive evaporation of the reagents and 
preserve their cleanliness. 
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To reposition the cover disc, insert the central hole in the arm, adjust the disc so that the open part is 
underneath the rack support and the hole engages at the base of the arm. The hole in fact has a semi-
circular shape with one straight side, marked with an arrow point, which must be positioned behind the 
support position. The hole for the knob must match with the hole below: position the knob and screw it, 
holding the disc blocked. 
 

   
 

  
 

   
 

In case of using PRESTO in Safety Procedure (refer to chapter 5) do not move the arm, and extract the disc, 
passing its frontal slot through the arm piston (rotate the disc if it is necessary), as shown in the pictures 
below: 
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2.6.4. Remove or reposition the caps on the reagent  vessels 
 
Each reagent vessel is equipped with a cap that prevents evaporation and oxidation of the reagents. The 
caps must be removed before any process and it is suggested to reposition them at the end of PRESTO use 
if it is not going to be used for a long time (more than 12 hours). 
 
After opening the PRESTO cover and removing the vessels cover disc (see above), remove the cap while 
holding the vessel and with a slow and gentle motion to avoid moving the vessel and spilling the reagent. 
After removing the cap clean it from any reagent traces and set it aside (for instance, in the space between 
the two tanks).  
 

       
 
Reposition the cap while holding the vessel and with a slow and gentle motion paying attention not to spill 
the reagent inside the vessel. 
 

   
 
If desired, it is possible to put a number label on the cups, to use the same cup for each vessel. Use the Kit 
Reagents labels (Code 100157 ). 
 
 

2.6.5. Reagent positions inside PRESTO 
 
The rack support may make two movements:  

• circular motion to move the rack in one of the 10 reagent positions. 
• vertical motion to lift the rack from one reagent and to lower it in another reagent. Moreover the 

vertical movement allows the arm to do, in any position:  
- dripping to move the rack up and down inside a reagent for mixing the reagent and for a 

better contact between sample and reagent. 
- dipping to shake the rack for remove the excess of a reagent (this function is suggested after 

staining reagents). 

There are 10 positions inside the PRESTO and they are numbered clockwise: 
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• Position 10 The position immediately in front of the operator. It can be: 
- 10UP, the position the PRESTO arm takes when it is required to remove or replace the 

reagents cover disc.  
- 10DOWN, the position required when the tanks need to be removed or inserted. 

 
 
• Position 1 In this position the reagent vessel is fixed and it is designated for FineFIX which is filled 

and drained automatically. Position 1DOWN, with arm lowered, is the loading position of the rack at 
the start of a process.  

     
 

• Position 3 This position is fixed and designated for the rinse water reagent, whose flow is regulated 
automatically.  

 
 

• Positions 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 These positions are designated for the staining and cleaning reagents. 
The reagents set by default in these positions are those used in the default program P1 suggested 
by Milestone (refer to paragraph 3.2). The reagents in these positions are not fixed and may be set 
by the user, refer to paragraph 4.3 Set staining and cleaning reagents. 
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2.7. Electrical installation 
 

2.7.1. Power supply 
 
Power supply line must have a ground connection (yellow/green, green or bare wire). 
Do not use the blue/white wire (neutral of power line). Power supply neutral has to be referred to ground. 
 
Carefully check that: 

• A Ground Connection is made available in the lab to assure the unit works correctly. Do not connect 
a Milestone unit without ground connection. 

• Power supply line wires (their size and distance from the switch board) used in the laboratory are 
compliant with the label positioned on the back side of units. 

• Plug/socket is visible during the normal use and easily accessible. 
 
Power supply line needs to have a ground connection (Class I device). 
Power line protection: 

• 115V version: Miniature circuit breaker curve C, 15A, residual current device: 30mA. 
• 230V version: Miniature circuit breaker curve C, 10A, residual current device: 30mA. 

 
Residual current device: 30mA (Class I device). 
230V version: a schuko terminated power cord is provided. 
115V version: a NEMA 5-15P terminated power cord is provided. 
 

 
 

 

Before connecting the plug to the laboratory socket , ensure the unit's  power supply 
voltage matches the laboratory's power supply line.  
Damage occurs if the instrument is supplied with in correct power supply. 
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2.7.2. Rear panel 
 
 
The rear panel of the PRESTO has: 

1. The power plug 
2. The label with serial number 
3. The water inlet/outlet connections 
4. General fuses 
5. External alarms connector  
6. Ethernet/LAN connection 
7. The connection to the fume extraction 

system (see below). 
 

 

  
 

2.8. Remote alarm connection 
 
Presto unit is provided with switch for external alarm devices. 
 

 
 

 

For safety reasons and for preventing any damage to  the internal relays, any external 
devices that need to be connected to PRESTO unit mu st have a maximum Voltage lower 
than 40 VDC – 1A. 

  

 
See also the instrument's label which provides some  important information. 
Always provide the unit's S.N. to Customer Support.  

 
 

2.9. Reagents 
 
Complete the installation with the reagents, providing at least: 
 
FIXATION/PROCESSING REAGENTS: 
• 2L of diluted FineFIX 
 
STAINING REAGENTS: 
• 200mL Hematoxylin 
• 200mL Eosin  

Output Contact Status 

Identifies the PRESTO  
alarm switch 

1 Normally OPEN 

 2 COMMON 
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CLEANING REAGENTS: 
• 200mL Xylene 
• 200mL 2% Acetic Acid in water 
• 400mL 100% Ethanol (2 vessels)  
 

 
The above mentioned reagents must be present and av ailable upon unit installation. 

  

 

Handle rea gent with care and store in a cool dry space using a tightly closed container.  
Vapors may collect in empty containers. Treat empty  containers as hazardous. 
Waste material should be disposed of in an approved  incinerator or in a designated 
landfill site, in compliance with all federal, prov incial and local government regulation. 
Some reagents can have potential health effects and  cause environmental pollution if not 
correctly disposed. 
For further information please refer to the MSDS (M aterial Data Safety Sheet) provided by 
your supplier. 

 
 

2.10. Log in and Log out 
 
When the System is switched on the LOG IN screen is displayed by default. Press the “Admin” button, enter 
the password (issued as a separate document inserted in the Operator Manual) and press “Enter”. 
 

  
 

THE MAIN ADMINISTRATOR PAGE is displayed which shows the MAIN FUNCTIONS.  

In any screen, press the HOME button  to go back to the MAIN PAGE.  
The MAIN PAGE may be customised in the USERS settings, choosing between FAVOURITE and MAIN 
FUNCTIONS (see below).  
 

 
 

 

Log -in as SERVICE is only available for authorised pers ons.  
The ADMINISTRATOR may only access a restricted numb er of SERVICE functions.  
SERVICE has full access to all functions. 
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2.10.1. Creating a new user 

Access the “Settings” screen by pressing the icon  which is in the status bar on the left, then in the new 
screen select “Users” to create a NEW USER. 

 

 
 

 
The USERS settings screen is displayed, as shown below. Press “Add.” to bring up a keypad. Enter the 
NEW USER name and press “Enter”. 

 

 
 
Now select and configure the NEW USER parameters choosing: 

• USER CATEGORY (USER OR ADMIN). 
• USER PASSWORD: press the password box, a number keypad is displayed as shown below, enter 

the password (maximum 6 digits) pressing the “Enter” button.  
• USER CONFIGURATION: select the control box “Set ‘Favourites’ as HOME PAGE” to set the 

FAVOURITE PROGRAMS as the new user's main page . 
 

 
 

 
 
Now select the appropriate FUNCTIONS for the NEW USER:  
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By pressing the arrow (see picture below) it is possible to choose the appropriate ACCESS LEVEL on 
program start (here “Ask for USER and PASSWORD”).  
The following screen is displayed:  
 

  
 
Select:  
 
Ask password for processing 
procedure  The software recognises who starts the program (through password). 

Ask password for reagent 
replace procedure  

The software recognises who is performing the reagent replace 
procedure (through password). 

 
 

When the new USER  is marked  they may: 

Create and edit programs 

Replace waste reagents  

Set reagent position, open the reagents list and edit 
reagents details  
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2.11. Set date and time 
 

Access the “Settings” screen from the MAIN PAGE by pressing the icon  which is on the status bar on 
the left, then in the new screen select “Date/Time”. 

 

 
 
In the time setting window, it is possible to set Time Zone, thus activating the automatic update of the time 
during the year.  
 
 

2.12. FineFIX tanks 
 
Follow the instructions below to fill the FineFIX tank with fresh FineFIX.  
 

 

Do not use other reagents.  
For any possible clarification or any request for a ssistance please contact either our 
application support: application@milestonemedsrl.com . 

  

 

It is important to use FineFIX at temperature betwe en 20 and 35°C. After preparing it, 
allow the reagent to reach this range of temperatur e. 

 
 

2.12.1. Labels 
 
Each tank has a double label:  
 

1. FILLING LEVEL LABEL: used as reference when the tank is filled with the reagent (Horizontal 
position). 

 

  

NEW FINEFIX 
TANK 

 

 

EXHAUSTED FINEFIX 
TANK 
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2. LEVEL LABEL DURING USE: used to monitor level during the process when the tanks are 
positioned in their housing (vertical position in the unit). The fresh FineFIX tank label has a series of 
markers that indicate the number of cycles that may be done with the amount of FineFIX present. If 
the FineFIX is loaded in the tank up to the max level, 12 runs are available. 

 

  

NEW FINEFIX TANK 
 
 

 

EXHAUSTED 
FINEFIX TANK 

 

 
 

 
 

2.12.2. How to prepare the FineFIX working solution  in tank 
 
This label facilitates dilution of concentrated FineFIX directly in the tank: 1 part of concentrated FineFIX with 
3 parts of ethanol (99%). In fact the user, after placing the tank in the filling position, only needs to fill it with 
ethanol up to the level marked with EtOH (green arrow) then with concentrated FineFIX up to the level 
marked with CONC. FINEFIX (blue arrow), as shown in the picture. 
 

                                     
 

 
Refer to MM029 - FineFIX - Operator Manual for how to prepare the FineFIX working 
solution and its use. 

 
 

Concentrated 
FineFIX 

Ethanol 
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2.13. Charge the reagent FineFIX in the PRESTO 
 

2.13.1. Charge the consumables runs 
 
On every FineFIX tank there is a unique barcode to enable the use of PRESTO and the runs countdown. 
The barcode of the 5L concentrated FineFIX tank (Code 70148 ) charges 100 runs. 
The barcode of the 10L concentrated FineFIX tank (Code 70149 ) charges 200 runs. 
The quantity of diluted FineFIX obtained with these tanks is more than the quantity of the relative runs. The 
diluted FineFIX in excess is for maintain wet the slides before the loading in PRESTO, see chapter 3.1 
Loading slides in the rack. 
 

 
 
 

2.13.2. Software activation sequence 
 

Select “FineFIX tanks” icon Select “Recharge FineFIX runs” 

  
Insert the FineFIX barcode with the barcode reader or manually (in this case press ENTER) 
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The “FineFIX tanks” page shows the number of 
available runs. 
Now, it is possible to charge another tank code, or fill 
the PRESTO tank with reagent. See next section. 

 

 

 
Software accepts the code only one time. 

 
There is an alert limit “Consumables alert threshold” under the Owner settings section (Chapter 2.16), by 
default 10 runs. 
If the available runs are under this threshold, the FineFIX tank icon will have a yellow dot, indicating that 
shortly it will be necessary to recharge the runs. 
 

 
 
 

2.13.3. Fill the FineFIX into the PRESTO 
 

 

Select “FineFIX Tanks” from the MAIN FUNCTIONS screen. 
The tanks management screen is displayed (picture below right). Press the red and blinking box “Add fresh 
reagent and drain exhaust” to enter the FineFIX tank filling procedure. 

 

 

The FineFIX tank and the vessels with the reagents must be filled before operating the 
unit. 
 
For correct use of the tanks, refer to chapter 2.12 . 
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Open the PRESTO cover, remove the tank for fresh FineFIX on the left and fill it with fresh FineFIX already 
diluted in ethanol, or with concentrated FineFIX, diluting it in the tank according to the instructions in chapter 
2.12.2. 
 

A. Unscrew the black cap 
B. Remove the pipe 
C. Place the tank in the filling position (horizontal)  
D. Place the funnel 
E. Fill the tank (up to MAX level, blue arrow, if with FineFIX working solution ready, or following the 

instructions in chapter 2.12.2, How to prepare the FineFIX working solution in tank, if with 
concentrated FineFIX solution, green arrows) 

F. Replace the pipe inside the tank 
G. Screw the black cap on 
H. Place the tank in the work position (vertical) 
 

A  B C 

 D   E F 
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G 
H 

 

 

 
The next step is to remove the exhausted FineFIX ta nk and empty it, but on first use of the 
unit the tank is already empty so this step is not required. 

 

  
 

Exit the reagent tank change procedure by pressing the arrow at bottom left, the icon  no longer 
shows the red STOP symbol. 

 

 
 

 
The FineFIX reagent is used once only, to assure op timal fixation and processing results. 

 
 

2.13.4. FineFIX heating settings 
 
FineFIX is the only reagent in PRESTO that is used at a temperature other than ambient. 
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Upon first switching on the unit the FineFIX heating is not active and the relevant icon in the main screen 
shows a red STOP symbol at bottom right. 
 
For settings of the FineFIX reagent maintenance temperature, select “FineFIX heater” from the MAIN 
FUNCTIONS screen. The FineFIX heater page shows that the heater is empty and the heating OFF. 
 

 
 

Switch FineFIX loading/heating ON by clicking on the “ON” button in the centre of the screen (picture above 
right). The heater loading starts immediately, while the heating begins at the loading end. 
 

 
 

 

Loading/heating enable is only settable by ADMINIST RATOR and by users allowed to 
modify reagents parameters (paragraph 2.10.1). 

 

Milestone s.r.l recommends using the FineFIX reagen t at the loading temperature within 
the range of 35-40°C. 

 
In order to be ready for the usage temperature, the amount of FineFIX required for the processing phase of a 
process is heated and maintained at a temperature that allows the reagent to be at 35-40°C once it has been 
loaded in the vessel with the slide rack. 
 
Set the “Temperature to maintain” at 39°C so that once it is transferred into the vessel, the FineFIX is at the 
temperature of 35-40°C.  
 

 

The ideal FineFIX working temperature is between 35  and 40°C. In this range the FineFIX 
can process and fix the specimen in 1 minute, with high quality results. 

 

Milestone s.r.l recommends using the FineFIX reagen t at the loading temperature within 
the range of 35-40°C. 

 
At this stage, heating is activated and brings the reagent to the set temperature in few minutes. Until the set 
temperature is reached, the icon shows a yellow warning dot and a process cannot start.  
 

 
 

When the maintaining temperature is reached heating status becomes “ready”, the icon no longer shows the 
red STOP symbol and the process may be performed. 
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2.14. Fill reagent vessels in the PRESTO 
 
Follow the instruction below to fill PRESTO vessels with reagents for staining. 
 

2.14.1. Labels 
 
Each vessel has a double label:  
 

1. POSITION NUMBER 
2. REAGENT NAME 

8 vessels have already the label with the numbers up to 10, except the number 1 and 3 because in the 
positions 1 and 3 there are fixed vessel already labelled.  
Put the right reagent name on the vessel on the base of the configuration needed for staining, see section 
2.6.5 Reagent positions inside PRESTO. In the picture below an example of the ethanol rinsing in position 6. 
There are some white labels for the reagent customization (see paragraph 2.2). 
 

 
 
 

2.14.2. Fill staining and cleaning reagents in the PRESTO 
 

Select “Vessels reagents” from the MAIN FUNCTIONS screen. 
The slide rack support goes into position 10UP to allow to take out the cover disc and the vessels (see 
paragraph 2.6.5), then the reagent configuration is displayed in vessels management screen (picture below 
right).  
 
The reagents loaded in the PRESTO are divided into two categories, to make different reagent management 
possible: 
 

1. STAINING 
2. CLEANING. 

 
To replace/load the Staining reagents select Staining reagents (blue circle in the picture below). 
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Press the “Replace staining reagents” box to open the reagent change page and clear the date and number 
of cycles made by the staining reagents.  

 

  
 
Open the work are cover and remove the reagents cover disc (refer to paragraph 2.6.3). 
 
Then remove the staining reagents vessels. The software indicates the position and the short name of the 
vessel containing staining reagents and shows a schematic representation of the reagents configuration. 
The vessels have the reagent name and the position number labels, that help to identify them. 
After emptying the vessel, clean it with a paper in order to remove any precipitates present. 
 

 
 
Add 200mL of reagent in the vessel and slowly and carefully reposition it in the position indicated by the 
software.  
 

 

In the interna l part of the vessel there are two engraved marks for the MAX and  MIN levels 
(see picture below). Maintain the reagent level bet ween the two marks to ensure correct 
coverage of the slide. Milestone suggests to mainta in the STAINING reagents at the MIN 
level and the CLEANING reagents at the MAX level. 

 

 
 
Each vessel must be lowered into the relative housing in the positioning support. On the vessel support the 
positions are indicated by a label with numbers. 
 

MAX 

MIN 
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At the end of the procedure press the  icon to return in the Reagent management page, at this point 
the date and number of cycles made by the staining reagents will be reset to zero. 

 
 
 
To replace/load the cleaning reagents select Cleaning reagents (blue circle in the picture below). 
 

 
 
Press the “Replace cleaning reagents” box to open the reagent change page and follow the instructions 
given by the software as above. 
 

At the end of the procedure press the  icon to return in the Reagent management page, at this point 
the date and number of cycles made by the cleaning reagents will be reset to zero. 
 
Upon completing both operations, exit the reagent page by pressing the HOME icon.  

The icon  will no longer have the red STOP symbol now. 
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2.15. Most used programs 
 
This function allows inserting FAVOURITE programs in the MAIN PAGE. 

 

 
 

1. Access the “Settings” screen by pressing the icon  which is on the status bar on the left, then 
select “Set favourites”. 

 
2. Press the “Not defined” icon. 

 

 
 

3. Select the “Program” and the button colour.  
 
The Preview is displayed at bottom left (see picture below). 
 

 
 

4. Press “Save Favourite” to save changes. 
 

5. Press the arrow at bottom left to display the icon of the new program in the list of the "Choose the 
Favourite to Set" screen. 
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6. If the user's main page is set as FAVOURITES (picture at bottom left), press  to go back to the 
main functions page. 
If the main page is set as MAIN FUNCTIONS (picture at bottom right), press “Favourites” to open the 
screen shown at bottom right.  

 

 
 

 
 

2.16. Owner's settings 
 
This function is only available for SERVICE and ADMINISTRATOR. 

Access the “Settings” screen by pressing the icon  which is on the status bar on the left, then select the 

settings page by pressing the icon , then in the new screen select “Owner”. 
 

  
 

The Owner's settings screen appears as shown in the pictures below. 
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GENERAL 
 
Select “General” to edit : 
� Institute name, where the unit is installed. 

� Department name, where the unit is installed. 

� Consumable alert threshold: runs to advise that 
the consumable FineFIX is near to the end (see 
paragraph 2.13.2). 

By default the threshold is 10 runs. 
 

VENTILATIONS 
 
Select “Ventilations” to manage the work area's fans:  
� Always ACTIVE: ventilation is activated when 

the unit is switched on.  

� Always OFF:  ventilation is always off, even 
during processing. 

 

NOT SUGGESTED. 
Fume hazard in the laboratory. 

� Processing and cover opening : ventilation is 
only activated during the process and when the 
cover is opened.  

 

INTERNET CONNECTION 
 

 
Not available. 

 

MILEWATCH 
 

 
Not available. 

 

ENABLES  
 
Select “Enables” to choose enable or disable the 
FineFIX message at the end of the run. 
With the green flag you will have the message below 
at the end of every process, otherwise you will not 
have the message. 
 

 
 

This message remembers, after each run, to check 
the presence of fresh FineFIX in the tank nr. 1, and if 
the tank nr. 2 is near the max capacity level.  
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3. OPERATE WITH PRESTO 
 
Milestone PRESTO is controlled by a Touch Control Terminal, based on the Windows CE 7 operating 
system. 
Milestone PRESTO has been specifically designed to fix, process and stain slides for frozen sections in a 
quick, reliable and standardised manner. 
 

3.1. Loading slides in the rack 
 
PRESTO's rack can house up to 6 slides. 
Insert the slides in the rack, gently, sliding them between the suitable positions. 
To maintain the slides wet, use a vessel on which it is possible to put the dedicated label “Cryostat FineFIX”. 
 

       
 

 

While loading the slides in the rack, keep the rack  immersed in FineFIX, to prevent the 
specimens from drying. 

  

 
It is important to have the Cryostat FineFIX clean.  Milestone suggests changing it every 
week. 

 
 

3.2. Running a program 
 
The only program on the PRESTO is the following, called P1, that lasts 4 minutes and 14 seconds. 
 

PHASE NR. VESSEL REAGENT TIME (sec) TEMPERATURE DIPPING DRIPPING 
1 1 FineFIX 60 37°C NO NO 
2 3 Water 10 Ambient YES NO 
3 2 Hematoxylin 30 Ambient YES YES 
4 3 Water 10 Ambient YES NO 
5 4 Acetic Acid 2% 4 Ambient YES NO 
6 3 Water 4 Ambient YES NO 
7 5 Eosin 14 Ambient YES YES 
8 6 Ethanol 10 Ambient YES NO 
9 7 Ethanol 10 Ambient YES NO 
10 8 Xylene 10 Ambient YES NO 

 

 

The first two phases  of the program are fixed:  
-Phase 1: fixed reagent (FineFIX), time and vessel.  
-Phase 2: fixed reagent (water) and vessel. 
In the event of creating a new program, these phase s cannot be modified. 
 
Milestone suggests to use these following working s olutions:  
- Harris Hematoxylin 
- Alcoholic Eosin 0.1% (with Phloxine 0.01%) 
- Acetic Acid 2% in water 
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3.2.1. Run the most used program 
 

 

For safety reasons, if the work area cover is opene d while the arm is moving, the arm 
stops immediately.  

 
Before starting a process ensure the reag ent vessels do not have the cap (see paragraph 
2.6.4) and check proper reagent level, as they are subject to evaporation. The correct 
reagent level is between the two engraved marks ins ide the vessel. Milestone suggests to 
maintain the STAINING reagents at the MIN level and  the CLEANING reagents at the MAX 
level. 

 
Select a Favourite Program (picture below) from the list of favourite protocols (see chapter 2.15 Most used 
programs). 
 

  
 
The support of the slide rack goes in the loading position (1DOWN) above the vessel in position 1, ready to 
load the rack in the FineFIX vessel. Refer to paragraph 2.6.5 for the positions in the PRESTO. 
 

 

 
 
Then the screen to enter process data and to start it is displayed. Enter the number of slides present on the 
rack, pressing the number keys from 1 to 6, then enter “Specimen ID” and “Run ID” data (process 
identification code). It is not compulsory to enter any of this data. 
The program is set already, based on the selected favourite one, and cannot be changed. 
 

 

At the start of each process the software performs a water flow presence check which 
lasts few seconds. 
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Open the PRESTO cover and load the rack on the support, in position 1DOWN. Once the cover is closed the 
start button is displayed at bottom right: press it to start the process. 
 

 
 
The processing screen is displayed, which shows process information.  
On the left, the schematic representation of the reagent positions, with the rack's position highlighted in 
green and the information concerning the phase in progress.  
The following is displayed on the right: the selected protocol, the process identification code (if entered) and 
the total process time. The remaining time before the end of the process is shown in the yellow box 
immediately underneath.  
 
Below are two examples of screens during processing: on the left, during the FineFIX phase, where the 
phase information also includes the reagent's loading temperature, and, on the right, while moving to the 
water for rinsing after hematoxylin phase:  
 

  
 
Upon completing the process, the rack is maintained immersed in the last reagent to prevent the specimens 
from drying and a buzzer warns the user. Take out the rack. 
The process ends when PRESTO's cover is opened to remove the rack with the specimens. 
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After removing the rack a message warns to check the FineFIX level in the tanks. If it is too low add it in the 
fresh FineFIX tank and empty the exhausted FineFIX tank (picture above right). 
Press “OK” to go back to the main page. 
It is possible to not have this message at the end of a process. Refer to section 2.16 Owner's settings, to 
enable or disable this message.  
 

 

  
 
 

3.2.2. Run a standard program 
 

 

For safety reasons, if the work area cover is opene d while the arm is moving, the arm 
stops immediately.  

 
Before starting a process ensure the reag ent vessels do not have the cap (see paragraph 
2.6.4) and check proper reagent level, as they are subject to evaporation. The correct 
reagent level is between the two engraved marks ins ide the vessel. Milestone suggests to 
maintain the STAINING reagents at the MIN level and  the CLEANING reagents at the MAX 
level. 

 

Press “Start run”  from the MAIN FUNCTIONS screen. 
 
The support of the slide rack goes in the loading position (1DOWN) above the vessel in position 1, ready to 
load the rack in the FineFIX vessel. Refer to paragraph 2.6.5 for the positions in the PRESTO. 

 

It is recommended to close the reagent vessels with  the relative caps after using PRESTO 
if it is not going to be used for a long time (more  than 12 hours). Refer to paragraph 2.6.4. 
 
During the processing, if needed p ress “Abort” to abort the program and unload the sl ides 
rack. 
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The screen to enter process data and to start it is displayed. Enter the number of slides present on the rack, 
pressing the number keys from 1 to 6, then enter “Specimen ID” and “Run ID” data (process identification 
code). It is not compulsory to enter any of this data. 
Press the arrow under the word “Protocol” to bring up the list of protocols present in the software, if any have 
been created (refer to chapter 3.3 Editing a program). Select the desired program. The software always 
suggests the last selected process. 
 
Open the PRESTO cover and load the rack on the support, in position 1DOWN. Once the cover is closed the 
start button is displayed at bottom right: press it to start the process. 
 

 
 

The processing screen is displayed, which shows process information.  
On the left, the schematic representation of the reagent positions, with the rack's position highlighted in 
green and the information concerning the phase in progress.  
The following is displayed on the right: the selected protocol, the process identification code (if entered) and 
the total process time. The remaining time before the end of the process is shown in the yellow box 
immediately underneath.  
 
Below are two examples of screens during processing: on the left during the FineFIX phase, where the 
phase information also includes the reagent's loading temperature, and on the right while moving to the 
water for rinsing after Hematoxylin phase: 
 

 

At the start of each process, the software performs  a water flow presence check which 
lasts few seconds. 
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Upon completing the process, the rack is maintained immersed in the last reagent to prevent the specimens 
from drying and a buzzer warns the user. Take out the rack. 
The process ends when PRESTO's cover is opened to remove the rack with the specimens. 
 

 
 
After removing the rack a message warns to check the FineFIX level in the tank. If it is too low add it in the 
fresh FineFIX tank and empty the exhausted FineFIX tank (picture above right). 
Press “OK” to go back to the main page. 
It is possible to not have this message at the end of a process. Refer to section 2.16 Owner's settings, to 
enable or disable this message.  
 

 

  
 
 
 
 

 

It is recommended to close the reagent vessels with  the relative caps after using PRESTO 
if it is not going to be used for a long time (more  than 12 hours). Refer to paragraph 2.6.4. 
 
During the processing, if needed press “Abort” to a bort the program and unload the slides 
rack. 
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3.3. Editing a program 
 
Select the “Set protocols” button from the MAIN FUNCTIONS screen.  
 

 
 
There are two categories of protocols: 

� DEFAULT PROTOCOL (P1): Milestone is the owner and the user may only copy it.  
� USER PROTOCOLS: the user is the owner and they may be edited, deleted and copied.  

 

 
 
 
To create a new protocol: 
 

1. Select the program to be copied, then press “Copy”.  
2. The schematic representation of the protocol opens up.  
3. By default the new program is called “Copy of…”: if preferable, rename the program using the 

keypad and press “Enter”. 
4. To edit a phase press “Modify” then it is possible to edit “Vessel” (Position) and “Reagent”, selecting 

from the options in the drop-down menu. 
5. Edit the phase time, clicking in the relative box, to bring up a number keypad, then click “OK”.Modify 

the arm movement adding a dipping and/or dripping actions. 
6. To add a phase press “Add”: the new phase will be added as last phase. To edit the position select it 

and move it with the arrows on the right. To remove a phase, select it then press “Delete”.  
7. Press the HOME icon and “Yes” to save the changes.  
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  1   2 

  3   4 

  5   6 
 

 

3.3.1. Modify FineFIX loading temperature 
 
The reagent FineFIX is maintained at a temperature that allows the reagent to be at 35-40°C once it has 
been loaded in the vessel with the slide rack. 
If this loading temperature must be changed, it is necessary to modify the temperature to maintain under the 

section “FineFIX heater” . 
Refer to chapter 2.13.4 for more details. 

 

The new p rotocol created will be shown in the drop -down menu in the process start page, 

under the icon . 
  

 

 

Changes to a user protocol do NOT require to copy i t before making changes. 

 
A program may only be run if the reagents in the pr otocol are loaded in  the “Vessels 
reagents” page and their positions match those indi cated in the protocol itself. Refer to 
chapter 4. 
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4. REAGENT MANAGEMENT 
 
Reagents in the PRESTO are divided into three types: 
 

• Processing reagent , FineFIX, automatically managed with filling and draining in the tank. 
See chapter 2.13. 

 

The FineFIX reagent is used once only, to assure op timal fixation and processing results 
and prevent cross-contamination. 
To fill the FineFIX reagent refer to paragraph 2.13 . 

 
• Staining reagents , managed in the “Vessels  reagents ” section. 

See chapter 2.14. 
 

• Cleaning reagents , managed in the “Vessels  reagents ” section. 
See chapter 2.14. 

 

 
 

4.1. FineFIX use 
 

4.1.1. FineFIX use as consumable 
 
FineFIX is managed as number of available runs. 
The charging of these runs is through a barcode system (see chapter 2.13): on each concentrated FineFIX 
tank there is a unique barcode that enables the use of PRESTO for the number of runs that can be done with 
the different tank sizes: 
- the barcode of the 5L concentrated FineFIX tank (Code 70148 ) charges 100 runs. 
- the barcode of the 10L concentrated FineFIX tank (Code 70149 ) charges 200 runs. 

 
The number of charged runs decreases at each FineFIX loading in the vessel and makes the “Tank 
reagents” icon turn from GREEN to YELLOW to RED, depending on the remaining number of runs (10 runs, 
as described in the chapter 2.16). For example, if you charge a 5L concentrated FineFIX tank and set 10 as 
“Consumable alert threshold”, the Tank reagents status icon is green until the first 89 runs; then turns to 
yellow from 90 to 99 performed cycles then red when all the 100 runs are done. When RED, processing 
cannot be launched. 

 

Handle reagent with care and store in a cool dry spa ce using a tightly closed container.  
Vapors may collect in empty containers. Treat empty  containers as hazardous. 
Waste material should be disposed of in an approved  incinerator or in a designated landfill 
site, in compliance with all federal, provincial an d local government regulation. 
Some reagents can have potential health effects and  cause environmental pollution if not 
correctly disposed. 
For further information please refer to the MSDS (M aterial Data Safety Sheet) provided by 
your supplier. 
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Reagent status  Icon  “Tank  reagents ” page 

Above the “Consumable alert 
threshold” number runs 
available. 

 

 

Under the “Consumable alert 
threshold” number runs 
available. 

 

 

0 runs available. 

 

 
 
To charge the consumables runs select “Tank reagents” from the MAIN FUNCTIONS screen (picture below 
left) and follow the procedure described in the paragraph 2.13.1. 
 

4.1.2. FineFIX use as reagent 
 
The FineFIX tank, when loaded up to the maximum level, contains the quantity for 12 PRESTO cycles.  
When the tank nr. 1 is finished there is an alarm of heater loading time-out and the “Tank icon” shows a stop 
RED symbol. When the icon is RED, processing cannot be launched it is needed to recharged the tank nr. 1 
with fresh FineFIX and to empty the tank nr. 2.  
 
Select “Tank reagents” from the MAIN FUNCTIONS screen (picture below left). 
 
The slide rack support goes into position 10DOWN (see paragraph 2.6.5), and the tank reagent 
management screen is displayed (picture below right). 
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Press the “Add fresh reagent and drain exhaust” button and follow the procedure (see chapter 2.13.3). 
 

 
The fresh FineFIX tank label has 12 markers that in dicate the number of cycles that may 
be done with the amount of FineFIX present, see cha pter 2.12. 

 
 

4.2. Vessel reagent reuse life 
 
Select “Vessels reagents” from the MAIN FUNCTIONS screen (picture below left). 
 
The slide rack support goes into position 10UP (see paragraph 2.6.5), and the staining and cleaning reagent 
management screen is displayed (picture below right). 
 

 
 
The reagents use may be controlled through: 
 
1. “Check the expiration date”: this field automatically displays “Loaded date” and “Expiration date” of the 

reagent, according to “Max days” of use set. 
 

2. “Check the performed cycles”: this field automatically displays the “Performed cycles” and “Max cycles” 
set. 

 
For each of the two types of reagents it is possible to change the type of control selecting the relative boxes 
to activate the settings described above. 
The reagent settings make the “Vessels reagents” icon turn from GREEN to YELLOW to RED, depending on 
the remaining reuse life of the reagents (1 day and/or 1 cycle). For example, if you set 10 as max cycles limit, 
the Reagents status icon is green until 8 cycles (one cycle before reaching the limit); then turns to yellow in 
case of 9 cycles executed and then to red at 10 cycles. When RED, processing cannot be launched. 
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Reagent status  Icon  

Staining and/or cleaning reagents at least at 2 
cycles and/or 2 days before limit. 

 

Staining and/or cleaning reagents at 1 cycle and/or 1 
day before limit. 

 

At least one limit reached. 

 
 
For each of the two types of reagents it is possible to change the number of days and number of cycles 
before expiry, clicking in the suitable box and using the keypad displayed. 
 

 

Only users enabled to editing the reagents' paramet ers are allowed to perform these 
changes. It is always possible for SERVICE and ADMI NISTRATOR users. 
Refer to chapter 2.10.1. 

 
By default both staining and cleaning reagents are checked by date of expiry, with a period of use of 7 days, 
and by number of cycles performed, with a maximum number of 10 cycles. 
 

 
Milestone suggests to control staining reagents by data (7 days) and cleaning reagents 
by performed cycles (10 cycles). 

 
 

4.3. Set staining and cleaning reagents 
 
Enter the reagents management page “Vessels reagents”. On the left is the schematic configuration of the 
reagents' positions in the PRESTO. 
 
The reagents configuration is as follows by default: 
 

POSITION REAGENT CATEGORY 

 

1 FineFIX Processing 
2 Hematoxylin Staining 
3 Water Cleaning 
4 2% acetic acid in water Cleaning 
5 Alcohol Eosin Staining 
6 Ethanol 1 Cleaning 
7 Ethanol 2 Cleaning 
8 Xylene Cleaning 

 
To change the reagent in a position, press the relative position in the schematic configuration.  
For example, to change the reagent Eosin in position 5, press the relative circle (see above). The following 
page is displayed, which lets you choose one of the reagents present in the reagents' list: 
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Select the desired reagent, for instance ethanol and press “OK”. The reagent in position 5 will be changed. 
 

  
 

 
Reagents FineFIX in position 1 and Water in positio n 3 are fixed and cannot be changed. 

 
 

4.4. Edit reagents list 
 
To access the list of reagents press the icon “Vessels Reagents” in the main page, then “Reagent list”. The 
following page is displayed with the list of reagents set by default: 
 

 
 

 

Default reagents cannot be deleted. 

 
Default reagents settings are factory set and canno t be modified.  
For any possible clarification or any request for a ssistance please contact either our 
application support: application@milestonemedsrl.com  to get proper instructions. 

 
To add a reagent press the “Add” key. Then enter the new reagent name and press “ENTER”. 
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The new reagent has been created and the following may be selected: Short name (three letters or 
numbers), colour and category: whether staining or cleaning reagent (example below).  
 

 

  
 
The reagents created by the user may be deleted. 
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5. SAFETY PROCEDURE 
 
The safety procedure occurs in the event of a PRESTO fault blocking an operation, it consists of manual 
staining using PRESTO reagents. 
 

 

The safety procedure should be considered as an eme rgency procedure to be used once 
only to save ready slides. Upon completing the proc edure contact technical support to 
solve the problem in the unit. 

 

5.1. Water error 
 

 

At the start of each process the software performs a water flow presence check which 
lasts few seconds. 

 
There can be two water problem that start the safety mode: 
� Water is missing during a process. In this case the slide cleaning will not be optimal and the safety 

procedure is needed 
� Water overflow the water drain is blocked and the flow must be stopped and security procedure started. 

 
 
The rack is brought back into the FineFIX vessel and the reagent is unloaded and then refilled to maintain 
the slides secure until the safety procedure starts. 
 

A buzzer warns the user: it is possible to silence the alarm, pressing on the  icon (see picture below). 
 
A screen with the instructions to use the PRESTO reagents for manual staining appears: 
 

- Get a container with pure water 
- Open cover 
- Leave the robotic arm in its position 
- Take the vessel cover disc out (see section 2.6.3) 
- Open the protocol to be carried out manually 
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Then the screen of the protocol that has been selected at the start of the process is displayed, indicating the 
phase at which the process has been interrupted, so it may resume from that phase (for example, in the 
image below, from the first rinsing in water). 
For each phase, the reagent, its position in the PRESTO and the phase duration are indicated: use the 
reagents in the PRESTO to manually stain the specimens. To perform the protocol, the screen provides a 
timer already set with the time for each phase. 
 

 
 
At the end of the procedure, press the HOME icon to perform FineFIX drain and go back to the home page. 
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5.2. Arm position error 
 
Either in the event the Arm position should be lost during a process (Arm position lost) or the arm should be 
unable to reach a position (Arm positioning time-out), the software initiates the safety procedure. 
 

 
 

A buzzer warns the user: it is possible to silence the alarm, pressing on the  icon (see picture below). 
 
A screen is displayed with the instructions to use the PRESTO reagents for manual staining: 
 

- Open cover 
- Leave the robotic arm in its position 
- Take the vessel cover disc out (see section 2.6.3) 

- Open the water flow for the rinsing phase, pressing  . 
- Open the protocol to be carried out manually 

 

 
 
Then the screen of the protocol that has been selected at the start of the process is displayed, indicating the 
phase at which the process has been interrupted, so it may resume from that phase (for example, in the 
image below, from the acetic acid phase). 
 
For each phase, the reagent, its position in the PRESTO and the phase duration are indicated: use the 
reagents in the PRESTO to manually stain the specimens. To perform the protocol, the screen provides a 
timer already set with the time for each phase. 
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At the end of the procedure, press the HOME icon to perform FineFIX drain and go back to the home page. 
 

  
 
 

5.3. FineFIX loading error 
 
In the event the unit should be unable to fill the FineFIX in the vessel in position 1 during a process (Fixative 
loading time-out), the software starts the safety procedure. 
 

 
 

A buzzer warns the user: it is possible to silence the alarm, pressing on the  icon (see picture below), 
and a screen is displayed with the instructions to use the PRESTO reagents for manual staining: 
 

- Get a container with FineFIX 
- Open cover 
- Leave the robotic arm in its position 
- Take the vessel cover disc out (see section 2.6.3) 

- Open the water flow for the rinsing phase, pressing  . 
- Open the protocol to be carried out manually 
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Then the screen of the protocol that has been selected at the start of the process is displayed, indicating to 
start from the FineFIX phase. 
 
For each phase, the reagent, its position in the PRESTO and the phase duration are indicated: use the 
reagents in the PRESTO to manually stain the specimens. To perform the protocol, the screen provides a 
timer already set with the time for each phase. 
 

  
 
At the end of the procedure press the HOME icon to go back to the main page. The software does a FineFIX 
unloading to guarantee the FineFIX vessel is empty. 
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6. MAINTENANCE 
 

6.1. Introduction 
 
PRESTO maintenance is performed at 2 levels:  
 
The FIRST is at laboratory level: a simple, routine maintenance that prevents the likelihood of the most 
serious problems. Minimum routine maintenance is required by the laboratory personnel using the PRESTO. 
The following procedure is required to assure optimal PRESTO performance. 
 
The SECOND maintenance level is technically more detailed and is not the responsibility of the laboratory 
personnel. Once a year the unit requires technical preventative maintenance to maintain high performance 
and prevent any malfunction. 
 

 

6.2. Before/after every process 
 
Ensure PRESTO is generally maintained clean after each use. Do not use abrasive or pointed material in 
order not to damage the unit. 
Before starting a process ensure the reagent vessels do not have the cap on and if so remove it (refer to 
paragraph 2.6.4) and check proper reagent level, as they are subject to evaporation. The correct reagent 
level is about 1.5 centimetre from the edge of the vessel. 
 

 

 

Every year contact your local distributor or the Mi lestone offices: 
customersupport@milestonemedsrl.com  to obtain instructions on how to perform the 
preventative maintenance and periodic inspections t o maintain PRESTO within safe 
operating standards. 

MAX 

MIN 
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6.3. Daily 
 
It is required to check reagent level inside the vessels every day. The reagent level must be about 1.5 
centimetre under the edge of the vessel. 
Ensure the staining agents do not show an oxidised reagent film, in case filter or change them. 
 

   

6.4. Weekly 
 
It is required to check for any reagent residues in the tray. In this case: remove it from its seat under the unit 
by extracting it from the front of the unit and empty it.  
It is recommended to change the staining reagents and check the level of cleanliness of cleaning reagents, if 
necessary replace them. 
 

 
 

6.5. Yearly 
 
Contact your technical support for a preventative maintenance contract. 
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7. DECONTAMINATION AND CLEANING 
 

 

The procedure described in this chapter must be per formed daily. 

 

For safety reasons, any operation without the required persona l protection equipment is 
to be avoided. 
 
PRESTO decontamination is mandatory due to the biological hazard, in view of the use of 
fresh specimens. 

 

7.1. Safety precautions 
 
The personnel involved in decontamination of PRESTO and its accessories (if present) must wear personal 
protection equipment, specifically: 
 
• Single-use HI-RISK type protection gloves (100% in latex or equivalent material). Personal protection 

equipment complying with standard EN 374 and Directive 89/686/EEC. 
• Antibacterial mask for surgical/operating room use and coat. Personal protection equipment complying 

with standard EN 149 Grade FFP3D and Directive 89/686/EEC. 

    
 
 

7.2. Procedure for PRESTO decontamination and clean ing 
 

7.2.1. Detergents 
 
The following instructions must be strictly complied with in order to perform proper decontamination and 
cleaning procedure. 
 

 
For further information, contact our specialists at  the following email address: 
application@milestonemedsrl.com . 
 
 

 
 

Do NOT remove the unit's side panels during cleanin g operations.  
 
For decontamination and cleaning do not use procedu res other than the one explained in 
this chapter. 
 
Before any operation, disconnect from the power sup ply mains. Do not use direct or high 
pressure water to clean the instrument. 
 
It is  recommended  to use enzymatic cleaners and disinfectants contain ing polyphenols.   
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Germicidal efficacy of polyphenolic based disinfect ant agents: 

 
5 minutes: Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1 (HIV-1), Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), Hepatitis C Virus 
(HCV), Rotavirus, Coronavirus SARS. 
15 minutes: Staphylococcus Aureus, Candida Albicans. 
30 minutes: Pseudomonas Aeruginosa, Mycobacterium Bovis (TB). 

 
 

7.2.2. Procedure 
 

1. Move the arm to position 10UP, pressing the icon . For PRESTO's arm positions refer to 
paragraph 2.6.5.  

 
 

2. Switch off the unit and disconnect the power supply. 
3. Open the work area cover, remove the cover disc as explained in paragraph 2.6.3, remove all reagent 

vessels except the fixed ones in position 1 and 3, paying attention not to overturn them. 
 

 
 
4. Remove the vessel support tray, by lifting it and extracting it from PRESTO's arm. 
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5. Remove clean and exhausted FineFIX tanks. 
 

 
 

6. Then clean all parts according to the rules set out below.  
 
Surface underneath the reagent vessels 
• Clean the PRESTO surface with a cloth 

moistened with ethanol and, if required, 
remove any reagent residues with a non-
abrasive tool. 

• Dry with paper tissue or with a clean cloth. 

 
Fixed FineFIX and water vessels, and racks 
• Spray with disinfectant solution following the 

instructions reported above in the section 
7.2.1 and leave it for at least 30 minutes. 

• Wash with water to remove the disinfectant. 
• Clean the inside of the fixed vessels with 

paper tissue or with a clean cloth. Check that 
no paper pieces remained inside the vessels 
to avoid clogs. 

• Wash the vessels outside and the slide racks 
with a cloth moistened with ethanol. 

• Dry with paper tissue or with a clean cloth. 

  

Support tray, reagent vessels cover disc and the 
support for the rack 
• Wash with a cloth moistened with ethanol and, 

if required, remove any reagent residues with 
a non-abrasive tool. 

• Dry with paper tissue or with a clean cloth.    

Steel vessels 
• After wasting the exhausted reagent, clean 

the inside of the vessels with paper tissue or a 
clean cloth. Check that no paper pieces or 
sample residues remained inside the vessels. 
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Surface under the tanks 
• Clean the shelf where the tanks are positioned 

with a cloth moistened with ethanol and, if 
required, remove any reagent residues with a 
non-abrasive tool. 

• Dry with paper tissue or with a clean cloth. 

 
Work area cover 
• Clean the PRESTO area cover surface with a 

wet cloth. 
• Dry with paper tissue or with a clean cloth. 

 
 
7. Replace in position: 

- the tanks, on the left the one with fresh FineFIX and on the right the one with exhausted FineFIX,  
- the vessel positioning tray,  
- the vessels, with caution in order not to spill the contents and paying attention in complying with the 
previous positions, 
- the reagents cover disc, according to the instructions in chapter 2.6.3 

 
8. Close the cover. 
 

 
Upon completing decontamination/cleaning operations , wait at least 5 minutes before 
using the unit connecting it to the power mains. 
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8. PROCESS DOCUMENTATION 
 
PRESTO provides the required documentation for the Laboratory's reporting activity. It is in fact possible to 
export a document including all the required information such as process time and FineFIX loading 
temperature and “Events log”. 
 

8.1. Export saved process data 

Access the “Settings” screen by pressing the icon  on the status bar on the left, then select the “Log 
book” button in the new screen then select the “Saved runs” icon (that includes auto-saved programs). 
 

  
 
The following screen is displayed, which shows all saved processing files on the right, listed by date (on the 
left). The dates are automatically created by the software.  
Select a date (in the example below 17-Mar-2015) and the cycle/s saved on that day will be displayed on the 
right. 
 

  
 
Press the file name to see the program run. Press “Open” (picture above) to view the data of the highlighted 
file (picture below). 
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Press the icon  to go back to the screen of saved processes. 
 
To export the data, insert the USB drive in one of the slots on the right side of the unit: the export icons will 

became active. Then select the process of interest and press  (Export) or  (Export 
all) to copy all processing done. 
 
A folder is created in the USB drive, called Presto_SN, containing the "Saved“ sub-folder and the processes 
sorted by date and named by ending time, see the example below:  

 
 
 

8.1.1. How to remove a saved process 
 
Select a date and press “Delete” to delete all processes saved on that day (picture below left). Then confirm 
the deletion.  
Select a Process and press “Delete” to delete ONLY the highlighted process (picture below right). Then 
confirm the deletion.  

 

  
 
Alternatively, press “Delete All” to delete ALL programs saved on the PRESTO.  
 

 
 

Press  to go back to the MAIN MENU. 
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8.2. Export Events log 
 

 

Access the “Settings” screen by pressing the icon  which is on the status bar on the left, then in the new 
screen select the “Log book” button and select the “Events log” icon. 
 

  
 
The following screen is displayed, which shows the list of all actions, alarms and reagent movements 
performed. 

 
 
The list may be saved on a USB drive, inserting it in one of the slots on the side of the unit and pressing 
“Export to USB”. 

 
 
A folder is created on the USB drive, called Presto_SN, containing the LogEvents file.  
 

 

 

These functions are only available to TECHNICAL SUP PORT personnel and 
ADMINISTRATOR. 
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9. PRESTO OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
 
 
Not included, to be ordered apart: 
 

9.1. External exhaust fume filter kit (CODE 61550/F ) 
 
External exhaust fume filter kit includes one spare filter. 
 

 
The filter kit is required, if the PRESTO is NOT co nnected to the fume extraction system. 

 
Below a picture of the filter. 
 

 
 
Fan air flow range: 28-32m3/h (cube meter per hour, 16.5-18.8cfm). 
 

 
 

 

The external fume extraction system must be properl y installed at all times, according to 
local regulations on the safety of laboratory in fo rce. 
In case your PRESTO is connected to an external fum e extractor or to a fume hood, the 
filter should be changed EVERY YEAR. 
Otherwise, if there is no external extractor, we re commend to change it EVERY 6 MONTHS. 
Refer to MM109 - Installation external exhaust fume  filter kit - Operator Manual for how to 
install and change the external exhaust fume filter  kit. 
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A. Appendix – Tricks and advice 
 

A.1. Fatty tissues 
 
A problem arising from fat specimens is that they tend to adhere less to the slide and to detach during 
staining. In this case, it is recommended to heat the slide before taking the section and/or cut a thinner slice. 
 
 
 

A.2. Suggestions for staining protocol modification  
 

To have better cleaned slide 
 
To reduce hematoxylin background: 

- Increase the time in acetic acid 2%. 
- Set the water rinsing after acetic acid 2% with the same time as the acetic acid phase.  
- Do not increase the time in water rinsing after hematoxylin, since 10 seconds are enough to remove 

excess stain. 

To reduce eosin background: 
- Add an ethanol phase after eosin staining, in addition to the two existing ones. 
- Add an ethanol 95% phase after eosin staining: the 5% water enhances the Eosin removal.  

 

To modify staining 
 
To decrease eosin intensity: 

- Reduce the eosin phase time until 2 seconds. A phase time less than 2 seconds is not suggested 
because the dipping will not be done and the staining is not homogenous.  

- Add an ethanol phase after eosin staining. 
- Add an ethanol 95% phase after eosin staining: the 5% water enhances the Eosin removal.  

To increase hematoxylin staining: 
- Increase the hematoxylin phase time to 60 seconds. 
- Exclude the acetic acid phase.  
- Do not reduce the time in water rinsing after hematoxylin. 

To have more hematoxylin/eosin contrast: 
- Increase the hematoxylin phase time until 60 seconds. 
- Add a phase in Lithium Carbonate after the acetic acid phase and the rinse in water. 
- Reduce the eosin phase time until 2 seconds. A phase time less than 2 seconds is not suggested 

because the dipping will not be done and the staining will be not homogenous. 
- Add an ethanol 95% phase after eosin staining: the 5% water enhances the Eosin removal.  
- Use a diluted Eosin (e.g. 50% in ethanol). 
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B. Appendix – Alarm management 
 

B.1. Alarm management  

 
Code DESCRIPTION WHAT TO DO 

1 Serial communication fault 
 

1. Press 'Clear' to reset the alarm. 
2. Reboot the system (wait 2 minutes before the rebooting). 
3. Call your customer service if the issue can’t be fixed. 

2 Arm positioning time-out 
 

1. Check that nothing is blocking the arm movement. Then 
press 'Clear' to reset the alarm. 

2. Press 'Silent' to hide the alarm. 
3. Call your customer service if the issue can’t be fixed. 

3 Arm position lost 
 

4 Fan not running 
 

1. Close the cover to reset the alarm. 
2. Press 'Silent' to hide the alarm. 
3. Call your customer service if the issue can’t be fixed. 5 Fixative heater sensors 

error 

6 Cover Open 

11 Tanks are missing 
 

1. Press 'Silent' to hide the alarm. 
2. Check that the reagent tanks are rightly inserted. Then press 

'Clear'. 

12 Fixative heater loading 
time-out 
 

1. Press 'Silent' to hide the alarm. 
2. Check that the volume of reagent in the tank is enough to 

reach the level sensor. Then press 'Clear' to repeat the 
loading procedure. 

3. Check that the reagent tanks are rightly inserted. Then press 
'Clear' to repeat the loading procedure. 

4. Check that the reagent tanks are properly clean from any 
salts deposits at the bottom. Then press 'Clear' to repeat the 
loading procedure. 

5. Check that the reagent tank hoses are not bent or obstructed 
by anything. Then press 'Clear' to repeat the loading 
procedure. 

6. Check that the hose connector is clean and properly 
inserted. Then press 'Clear' to repeat the loading procedure. 

7. Call your customer service if the issue can’t be fixed. 

13 Fixative loading time-out 
 

1. Press 'Clear' to reset the alarm. 
2. Press 'Silent' to hide the alarm. 
3. Call your customer service if the issue can’t be fixed. 

14 Water is missing 
 

1. Check that any outside taps are open. Press 'Clear' to reset 
the alarm. 

2. Check that the water hoses are not bent or occluded by 
anything. Then press 'Clear' to reset the alarm. 

3. Press 'Silent' to hide the alarm. 
4. Call your customer service if the issue can’t be fixed. 

15 Water overflow 
 

1. Check that the water hoses are not bent or occluded by 
anything. Then press 'Clear' to reset the alarm. 

2. Press 'Silent' to hide the alarm. 
3. Call your customer service if the issue can’t be fixed. 
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Code DESCRIPTION WHAT TO DO 
16 Fixative heater temperature 

slope too low 
1. Press 'Clear' to reset the alarm. 
2. Press 'Silent' to hide the alarm. 
3. Call your customer service if the issue can’t be fixed. 

17 Fixative heater temperature 
too high 

1. Press 'Silent' to hide the alarm. 
2. Wait 10 minutes and then press 'Clear' to reset the alarm.   
3. Call your customer service if the issue can’t be fixed. 
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